6 Red Competition
The competition will be conducted under the terms of the BSAACT competition
rules.
The general rules of snooker will apply:
1. the ‘foul and a miss’ rule must be called if ‘full contact’ to the ball(s) on is
available.
2. in all other instances the ‘foul and a miss’ rule may be called if the referee
considers the player could, on their ability, have hit the ball(s) on.
a. an “a” grader may be asked to replay the shot. (any players grade at 12 or lower
will be considered “a” grade for this competition).
b. all other grade players shall not be required to replay the shot.
At the completion of the ‘home and away’ rounds:
1. If 2 or more teams, having the possibility of a place in the finals, end the ‘home and
away’ rounds with the same points, then the team with most matches won, will be placed
higher on the ladder than the other team(s).
2. If 2 or more teams, having the possibility of a place in the finals, end the ‘home and
away’ rounds with the same points and the same matches won, then the team which has
won more of the matches than the other team(s) that were played between them, and if
still equal the team with the highest number of frames between them, will be placed higher
on the ladder than the other team(s).
3. If 2 or more teams have the same points, matches and frames between them, they will be
required to play a qualifying match, to be organised by the competition director.
Handicaps only change at the conclusion of each night. Handicaps move up after a win (of a
match), or down after a loss (of a match), by two points.
Matches are played as a best of three frames.
Players record a point for each frame won.
As this is a competition involving handicaps, there is no requirement for captains to match players
on perceived skill levels, however they may do so if they wish.
Captains are reminded of the rule regarding the use of emergency players.
This competition’s director is Eneasz Sokolowski, phone number 0410 569 631.

